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Effects induced by the incorporation of lipid II (LII) molecule into phosphatidylglycerol (PG) membranes were studied by Raman
microspectroscopy. Spectral behavior of multilayer vesicles in liquid crystalline and gel phases formed by pure PG lipids and by
PG/LII mixtures was evaluated. Differences shown by specific spectral markers of the lipid structure were associated with pertur-
bations on the bilayer as response to the LII incorporation. Identification and interpretation of bands assigned to vibrations
belonging to groups of the lipid polar region were supported by computational predictions. Quantum-chemical calculations –
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) – were performed for a model charged molecule that mimics the PG lipid moiety in solvated state. Our
Raman spectra demonstrate that the lipid phase is a determinant factor for both the bactoprenol tail penetration into the hydro-
phobic bilayer region and the perturbation degree at the membrane surface by the peptidoglycan moiety, because differential
effects were observed for the two lipid systems studied. LII was able to penetrate the hydrophobic region of the lipid bilayer in
the fluid phase, reaching the deep core and causing significant alterations in both the carbohydrate chain and the headgroup re-
gions. By contrast, penetration of LII into a bilayer in the gel estate was restricted because of the high lipid packing that charac-
terizes this phase. In this last case, interactions at the membrane surface were also indicative of partial interdigitating effect.
Findings presented here provide valuable experimental evidence that contributes to the understanding of the mechanism by
which lantibiotics recognize bacterial membranes. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

Understanding of structural and dynamic characteristics of
biomembranes is a topic of great interest for biochemistry because
one of its main goals is to explain the myriad of biochemical
processes occurring in these systems.[1–3] Among them, of
particular relevance are the studies regarding to the ability of some
membrane-active compounds, such as antimicrobial peptides, to
perturb the bacterial membranes. The membrane-active peptides
can exert their activity in a direct way[4,5] and/or mediated by
receptors located at the bacterial cytoplasmic membrane.[6,7] Lipid
II (LII) is one of the most important receptors despite being a minor
component of the bacterial membrane (less than 1 mol % of
membrane phospholipids).[8] On the other hand, LII is a central
component of the enzymatic cell wall building machinery because
it is in charge of the translocation of monomeric peptidoglycan
units from the cytoplasm to the outside of the membrane.[9]

LII consists of a long undecaprenyl (bactoprenol) hydrocarbon
chain coupled to a monomeric peptidoglycan unit – the cell wall
‘building block’ – through a pyrophosphate linker. This block
comprises two amino sugars, N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) and
N-acetylmuramic acid (MurNAc), with a pentapeptide bound to
the latter[10] (Fig. 1).

Then, the relevance of this molecule is not only because of its
function regarding the fast growing of bacterial cell wall, but also

because of its structure that makes it a primary molecular target
for a large number of antibiotics.[11] Specifically, some lantibiotics
– a class of peptide antibiotic containing methyllantionine and
some unsaturated amino acids – recognize the pyrophosphate
group of LII andmay interact with it by forming a kind of ‘cage’with
the lanthionine rings; such is the case of nisin,[12] a well-known an-
timicrobial peptide that is synthesized naturally by lactic acid
bacteria.[13] The binding of nisin to LII causes cell lysis bymembrane
permeabilization and cell wall synthesis inhibition in Gram (+) and
Gram (�) bacteria.[14] This interaction has been extensively studied
with the aim of reaching an understanding at themolecular level of
bactericidal activity of nisin, suitable to be applied to the
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development of new antibiotics.[15–19] On the other hand, a recent
computational study of LII in anionic simulated membranes
revealed the formation of an ‘amphiphilic pattern’ around the LII
headgroup on the bilayer surface because of the insertion of the
bactoprenol tail into the hydrophobic membrane region, and
suggested the importance of this pattern in the recognition process
of LII receptor by antibiotics.[20] To obtain a complete picture of
these phenomena, it is essential to rely on experimental tools to
provide additional structural and mechanistic information. Raman
microspectroscopy (RMS) can contribute to this goal by providing
solid knowledge of the interaction of LII receptor with bacterial
membranes.
It is well known that Raman spectroscopy is useful to describe

the changes that model membranes experience by the action of
different biomolecules.[21–25] By monitoring specific bands known
as sensors of the lipid packing, the number of gauche conformers
in the hydrocarbon chains, and the degree of hydration of the polar
headgroups, it is possible to determinate how biomolecules alter
bilayer structure.[26–34]

In this paper, we study the interaction of LII with phospholipid
multilayer vesicles in different lipid phases by using RMS. Taking
into account that (1) the negatively charged
phosphatidylglycerol (PG) lipids represent the most abundant
components of bacterial membranes;[35] (2) although the liquid-
crystalline (Lα) phase is the biologically most relevant membrane
state, biophysical studies have shown that gel (Lβ′) phase plays
an important role in bacterial membranes when interacts with
antimicrobial peptides;[36,37] and (3) the induction of interdigi-
tated phases in PG membranes is of high relevance to interac-
tion studies with antimicrobial peptides because it provides a
mechanism for the discrimination of membranes composed of
different lipids species,[36–39] we identified and characterized
structural alterations in dilauroylphosphatidylglycerol (DLPG)
and dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol (DPPG) membrane models
induced by the presence of low concentrations of LII.

Experimental

Sample preparation

DPPG and DLPG were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids and
used without further purification. Lipid II was synthesized and
purified as described.[14,40] Appropriate amounts of lipids and
Lipid II mixtures were dissolved in chloroform–methanol (2:1)
and dried as a thin film under a nitrogen steam. Then, the sam-
ples were re-suspended by vortexing in tridistilled water at room
temperature to give a final molar relation of 20:1 (lipid:LII). Al-
though the systems thus prepared are very different from the
true bacterial membranes, they represent a valuable model for
the study of interactions at a molecular level between phospho-
lipids and LII. The molar ratio here employed ensures that the ef-
fect of LII on the membrane structure is detected by Raman
spectroscopy while its concentration remains relatively low.[14]

Freshly prepared multilayer vesicles of DLPG and DPPG in pure
state and DLPG/LII and DPPG/LII mixtures were used for Raman
measurements.

Raman microspectroscopy measurements

Raman spectra between 3500 and 50 cm�1 were collected using
a DXR Raman Microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Data were
collected using a diode-pump, solid state laser of 532 nm at
10mW of power (5 cm�1 spectral resolution). A confocal aperture
of 50-μm slit was used. Samples were focused with a 10× objec-
tive. A single drop of each sample solution was placed on gold-
coated sample slides. In order to achieve a sufficient signal-to-
noise ratio, spectra were collected from each vesicle by accumu-
lating 300 spectra with an exposure time of 4 s each one. The
Raman spectrum of the pure LII in solid state was also acquired.
All spectroscopic experiments were carried out at ambient
temperature.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of lipid II molecule. N-acetylated sugars MurNAc and GlcNAc are shown as hexagons with M and G, respectively. The
pentapeptide chain is attached to the MurNAc. The pyrophosphate moiety is shown as a circle. The bactoprenol tail is shown in abbreviated form.
Pyrophosphate moiety links the peptidoglycan ‘building block’ to the hydrophobic prenyl chain.
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Data analysis

All spectral data were processed with the OMNIC 8.3.103 Software
suite (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). A total number of six spectra
was collected for each sample (DLPG, DLPG/LII, DPPG, and
DPPG/LII), which were individually baseline corrected. A single, av-
erage spectrum was then generated for each system by taking
the arithmetic mean of the corresponding six spectra. In order to
compare the spectrum of pure membrane with that of the
interacting membrane, the spectral contribution of the LII was
subtracted from the DLPG/LII and DPPG/LII mixtures; the disappear-
ance of the strong band at 1666 cm�1, characteristic of the LII
molecule,[41] was considered for the obtaining of the difference-
spectra. The truncated spectral region comprised between 3100
and 900 cm�1 was used for the analysis.

In order to perform a detailed evaluation of the changes induced
by LII in the lipid multilayer membrane, the precise position and rel-
ative intensities of the overlapping components in specific spectral
regions were mathematically decomposed using the GRAMS/AI 8.0
Spectroscopy Software (Thermo Electron Corporation). The fitting
result obtained using Voigt functions (that combine Gaussian and
Lorentzian characters allowing each portion to have different line
width)[42] was visually evaluated by overlapping the reconstituted
overall curve on the original spectrum. Wavenumbers of the
decomposed bands were compared with previous results obtained
for the dilauroylphosphatidylcholine (DLPC) and
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) lipid systems that have a
zwitterionic headgroup but the same acyl chain lengths than the
systems presented in this work.[23,24]

Computational calculations

Quantum-chemical calculations were performed with the Gaussian
(R)03 ProgramPackage.[43] Density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions were carried out with the B3LYP hybrid functional.[44–46] The
standard split valence basis set 6-311 ++G(d,p) was used.[47,48] In or-
der to represent the polar headgroup of the PG lipids, the charged
model system [CH3―O―P(O)2―O―CH2―CHOH―CH2OH]

� was
built by using the GaussView 5.0 graphical interface.[49] Geometry
optimizations for different isolated conformers in vacuumwere per-
formed. The subsequent wavenumber calculation, performed at
the same level of theory, allowed to ensure that the structures were
true minima (imaginary wavenumbers were not obtained) and to
determine the corresponding zero-point vibrational energies
(ZPVEs). Latter, hydrogen-bonded dimers and trimers composed
by one of the optimized conformers and one or two water mole-
cules in different positions/orientations with respect to the P¼O
bonds were also optimized, and their vibrational wavenumbers
were calculated.

Results and discussion

The analysis of the structural changes induced by LII in phospho-
lipid bilayers was performed by comparing the Raman spectra of
multilayer liposomes formed by pure lipids supplemented with
LII. Because the main transition temperatures (Tm) for DPPG and
DLPG lipids are 41 °C and �5 °C, respectively,[50] at room tempera-
ture (20 °C) the pure DLPG and DLPG/LII systems were in the liquid
crystalline phase (Lα) while lipids in DPPG and DPPG/LII vesicles
were in the ordered phase (Lβ´). Figure 2 shows the spectral region
comprised between 3100 and 1000 cm�1 of these four systems.

The evaluation of wavenumbers, relative intensities, and band
shapes of specific Raman bands that account for the acyl chain
conformational order, chain coupling, intramolecular motion,
and relative population of gauche and trans
conformers[26–29,31,33,34,51–53] allowed to confirm that the pure
DLPG and DPPG vesicles were in the Lα and Lβ´ states, respec-
tively, at the experimental conditions used here. Incorporation
of LII to the lipid media was manifested by subtle spectral
changes in the DLPG/LII and DPPG/LII complexes with respect
to the corresponding pure lipid spectra. These changes, related
to structural modifications in the bilayers, are analyzed in detail.
The Raman spectrum of pure LII, also included in Fig. 2, was
subtracted from the DLPG/LII and DPPG/LII spectra in order to
eliminate its spectral contribution. The resulting difference-
spectra, named DLPG/LII-LII and DPPG/LII-LII, were acquired in
base of the disappearance of the band at 1666 cm�1, attributed
to the bactoprenol C¼C stretching.[41]

Elucidation of the subtleties of bilayer structure upon the incor-
poration of LII was focused on the following three spectral regions:
(1) between 3100 and 2800 cm�1, which corresponds to the C―H
stretching modes, (2) between 1780 and 1710 cm�1, typically re-
lated to the C¼O stretching of the glycerol backbone, and (3) be-
tween 1150 and 1000 cm�1, where the bands associated to the
C―C stretching of the hydrocarbon chains as well the PO2

� sym-
metric stretching and the glycerol C―O stretching of the polar
headgroups are observed.[23–25,29,31,33,34]

C―H stretching modes in the acyl chains

These vibrations appear as the strongest bands of the spectra.
Figure 3 shows a direct comparison between the pure PG spectra
and the corresponding difference-spectra in the 3100–2800 cm�1

region.
All the spectra show the methylene symmetric and asymmet-

ric stretching modes (υsCH2 and υasCH2) at about 2850 and
2880 cm�1, respectively. The ratio between their intensities, I
[υasCH2]/I[υsCH2] has been largely considered as indicative of
the conformational order and lateral packing density of the acyl
chains.[24,26,29,33,54] At higher wavenumbers (~2930 cm�1), the
Fermi resonant component of the terminal methyl symmetric
stretching (υsCH3) is observed; the intensity of this band shows
a strong dependency of the acyl chain disorder.[28,29,31,33] In ad-
dition, the intensity ratio of υsCH3 to υsCH2 is commonly used as
indicator of the vibrational and rotational freedom of the termi-
nal CH3 groups of the hydrocarbon chains; thus, the I[υsCH3]/I
[υsCH2] ratio increases as the inter-chain interactions
decrease.[27,29,33,54]

The difference-spectrum of the fluid phase (Fig. 3a) shows a
decrease of about 5% in the I[υasCH2]/I[υsCH2] peak ratio, indica-
tive of a decreasing in the acyl packing upon LII incorporation. Al-
though this is not a dramatic change, it is in line with the subtle
upshift of the υasCH2 band that points out a lowered inter-chain
coupling. Furthermore, the increased I[υsCH3]/I[υsCH2] ratio indi-
cates a greater rotational freedom of the terminal CH3 groups.
Then, the observed behavior of the C―H stretching bands sug-
gests that the LII is able to penetrate deep inside the bilayer in
the Lα state. A recent study of the conformational properties of
LII in bacterial membranes by molecular dynamic (MD) simula-
tions has shown that the long bactoprenol tail of LII can pene-
trate the hydrophobic membrane region and adopts different
conformations, being the most typical that with the terminal part
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of the tail residing between two monolayers.[20] This simulated
behavior of LII in a fluid lipid membrane supports our spectral
observations.
The effect of LII incorporation to membranes in the gel state

appears less pronounced than in the liquid crystalline phase be-
cause only a decrease of about 3% in the I[υasCH2]/I[υsCH2] ratio
is estimated (see Fig. 3b). Moreover, the rotational CH3 motions
result more restricted in comparison with that in pure DPPG ves-
icles – the I[υsCH3]/I[υsCH2] ratio decreases 4% approximately
with the presence of LII. The characteristic high lipid packing of
the gel phase is the responsible of the reduced penetration of
LII. The spectral behavior of the C―H stretching bands suggests
that LII is unable of reaching the deep core of the DPPG mem-
brane; in its instead partial interdigitation in the lipid bilayer is in-
duced, as is derived from the reduced freedom of the terminal
CH3 groups of the acyl chains. The tendency of some amphi-
philic, bulky membrane-active compounds to induce hydrocar-
bon chain interdigitation has been well demonstrated; these
biomolecules, by acting preferentially near the lipid polar inter-
face, affect the balance between the headgroup and chain inter-
actions and form the interdigitated phase.[36,38,39] The limited
penetration of LII into the DPPG membrane may modify the lat-
eral stress profile at the water/bilayer interfacial region and in-
duced partial interdigitation. Further evidences of this effect will
be discussed below.

C―C stretching modes in the acyl chains

The spectral region comprised between 1150 and 1000 cm�1 of the
DLPG and DPPG containing systems is shown in Figures 4 and 5,
respectively.

Valuable information can be extracted from this region because
several prominent bands, originated by the methylene C―C
stretching modes, are observed. The relevance of these bands is
based on the fact that they directly reflect intramolecular
trans–gauche conformational changes within the hydrocarbon
chains region of the lipid matrix.[29,33,54] In addition, the symmetric
stretching of the PO2

� groups (υsPO2
�) and the stretching of the glyc-

erol C―O bonds (υC―O) of the lipid polar heads are also expected
around 1000–1100 cm�1 in the membrane Raman spectra.[23–25,31]

Band decomposition by applying a curve fitting procedure was re-
quired to perform a detailed analysis of this highly complex spectral
region. Typically, the Raman spectra of the four studied systems
show two sharp bands at ~1124–1128 cm�1 and ~1063 cm�1

which are straightforward assigned to the in phase and out-of-
phase C―C stretching modes of trans conformers (υi.ph.(C―C)T
and υo.o.ph(C―C)T, respectively).[29,31,33] The spectral profile
delimited by these two strong bands characterizes the lipid disor-
der because it contains the bands corresponding to C―C
stretching modes of gauche defects in the acyl chains. Because
these defects can be localized at different positions along the acyl

Figure 2. Raman spectral regions in the 3100–2700 and 1800–800 cm�1 intervals of multilamellar vesicles of DLPG and DPPG in pure state and DLPG/LII and
DPPG/LII mixtures. Sample measurements were performed at room temperature. Band assignment of the main lipid vibrations is included. Specific bands
considered in this analysis appear highlighted by shaded areas. Raman spectrum of LII in pure state is also shown.
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chain, they originate different features whose intensities are
strongly dependent on the lipid phase: the band at ~1084 cm�1, as-
sociated to gauche conformers at the chain ends (end-gauche,
υ(C―C)e-G), is observable even in the ordered phase;[33] the band
at ~1077 cm�1, corresponding to gauche–trans–gauche (υ(C―C)G–
T–G) conformations in the body of the chain is typical for the Lα
phase;[23–25,55–58] a third type of kinked-chain structure, the
double-gauche (υ(C―C)G-G) conformation, can be also observed
at ~1070 cm�1,[23,56] although this conformation is considerably
less abundant and further studies should be perform to reach a
more confident characterization. It is worth mentioning that the
spectral decomposition and subsequent interpretation show con-
sistency with previous results we obtained for DLPC and DPPC lipid
membranes in pure state and in interaction with several thyroid
hormones.[23–25] Structural similarities and differences among the
studied systems correlate well in number, position, and relative in-
tensities of the C―C bands attributed to gauche defects.

DLPG and DLPG/LII-LII Raman spectra (Fig. 4) show a complex
band contour evidencing several strong components which fitted
well with seven decomposed bands contained between the υi.ph
(C―C)T and υo.o.ph(C―C)T bands. The component bands located
at 1084, 1077, and 1071 cm�1 in DLPG are assigned to the C―C
stretching of the abundant gauche defects that characterize the
fluid lipid phase. The components at higher wavenumbers are asso-
ciated with vibrations located in the polar headgroups, which will
be discussed later. On the other hand, according to a conforma-
tional study for the ortho-phophate headgroup of phospholipids,
the component at approximately 1050 cm�1 is assigned to the
C―O stretching of the phosphate ether group; [59] this component
was also observed in the Raman spectra of the PC systems.[23,24] The
remaining components appearing at lower wavenumbers are not
assigned; they would be attributed to vibrations involving the glyc-
erol portion of the PG systems because they were not observed in
the spectra of the phosphatidylcholine lipids.[23,24] Upon LII incor-
poration, a significant intensification is manifested in the band con-
tour and, consequently, in the intensities of the decomposed

bands. Semi quantitative determinations of the content of trans
and gauche conformers in the acyl chains were performed. The in-
tensity ratios of the bands assigned to the gauche conformers with
respect to that corresponding to the trans conformers in out-of-
phase stretching (Iυ(C―C)G/Iυo.o.ph(C―C)T) were calculated.
[23,29,33] The comparison between the ratios obtained from the
DLPG and DLPG/LII-LII spectra indicates that LII induces increments
about 30% and 45% in the population of the end-gauche and
gauche–trans–gauche conformers, respectively. This behavior of
the C―C stretching bands, together with that observed in the re-
gion of the C―H stretching modes, suggests that LII is able of pen-
etrating in the deep interior of the bilayer and exerts structural
alteration in this region. MD simulations of LII in bacterial mem-
branes showed that the flexible bactoprenol chain of LII explores
the whole hydrophobic slab in themembrane inducing high distor-
tions all along the lipid acyl chains; moreover, the terminal CH3

groups of the LII tail are capable of travelling from one membrane
surface to the other, although the most probable conformation is
that with the final portion of the tail located between two mono-
layers (L-shape).[20] The increased chain disorder evidenced by the
higher population of gauche conformers is in line with the de-
creased inter-chain coupling derived from the C―H stretchings;
both spectral observations correlate with the results obtained by
MD simulations.

The lipid systems in gel phase show a broad, medium-intensity
band centered at 1095 cm�1 and a weak band at 1078 cm�1 (Fig.
5a). From the several component bands observed upon spectral de-
composition, only two bands are attributed to C―C stretching of
gauche conformers; the remaining components belong to vibra-
tions on the polar headgroups. According to the ordered phase,
the pure DPPG spectrum evidences a few end-gauche conformers
(1086 cm�1) and an even smaller proportion of isolated gauche de-
fects in the body of the acyl chains (1078 cm�1). The relative inten-
sities of these two bands appear markedly altered in the DPPG/LII-
LII spectrum pointing out the incorporation of LII to the bilayer in-
duces a decrease of 20% in the population of end-gauche

Figure 3. Spectral region corresponding to methylene and methyl C―H stretching vibrations of phospholipid acyl chains. Pure DLPG and DPPG
multilamellar vesicles – a) and b), respectively – are compared with the corresponding difference-spectrum obtained by subtracting the LII spectrum from
the PG/LII mixture (DLPG/LII-LII and DPPG/LII-LII).
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conformers and an increment of ca. 40% in the relative number of
G–T–Gdefects (Fig. 5b). This spectral analysis is in concordancewith
that derived from the evaluation of the corresponding C―H

Figure 4. Spectral region corresponding to the C―C stretching vibration of
the acyl chains of phospholipids in the liquid-crystalline phase. Other
stretching modes belonging to the phosphate and glycerol groups of the
lipid polar head are also expected in this region. The positions and relative
intensities of the components contributing to the complex band profile
are estimated by using a curve-fitting procedure; the reconstructed band
is superimposed on the original spectrum in order to show the level of fit
attained. a) pure DLPG and b) DLPG/LII-LII difference-spectrum.

Figure 5. Spectral region corresponding to the C―C stretching vibration of
the acyl chains of phospholipids in the gel phase. Other stretching modes
belonging to the phosphate and glycerol groups of the lipid polar head
are also expected in this region. The positions and relative intensities of
the components contributing to the complex band profile are estimated
by using a curve-fitting procedure; the reconstructed band is
superimposed on the original spectrum in order to show the level of fit
attained. a) pure DPPG and b) DPPG/LII-LII difference-spectrum.
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stretchingmodes and confirms the assumption that LII induces par-
tial interdigitation when interacts with a membrane in the gel state.
The superficial penetration of LII tail into the hydrocarbon chains
may alter the lateral stress at the interfacial region and causes this
effect.[36,38,39]

Symmetric PO2
� and C―O stretching modes in the polar

headgroups

The peak fitting procedure applied to the spectral range comprised
between 1000 and 1150 cm�1 reveals also the presence of several
overlapped bands attributable to the υsPO2

� and υC―O modes of
the lipids polar headgroups (see Figs 4 and 5). The assignment of
these features is based on reported experimental values for PG
and PC model membranes in different phase states;[23–25,31] quan-
tum chemical calculations for the charged molecule [CH3―O―P
(O)2―O―CH2―CHOH―CH2OH]

� that mimics the PG moiety;
and MD simulations of pure PG membranes in liquid crystalline
and gel states.[60–62] Predicted wavenumbers for the hydroxyl
C―O bonds and the υsPO2

� mode are listed in Table 1.
The bands at 1115–1108 cm�1 (in DLPG spectrum, Fig. 4a) and at

1115–1104 cm�1 (in DPPG spectrum, Fig. 5a) are associated with
the C―O stretching modes belonging to the glycerol moiety. The
absence of these bands in the spectra of DLPC and DPPC mem-
branes supports this assignment.[23,24] In addition, calculations pre-
dicted the υC―O modes at higher wavenumbers than the υsPO2

�

mode for various stable conformations of the model molecule
(Table 1). The bands observed at 1100 and 1092 cm�1 in DLPG
(Fig. 4a) and at 1098 and 1093 cm�1 in the DPPG spectrum (Fig.
5a) are assigned to the υsPO2

� vibration. According to the MD sim-
ulations, this charged group shows a high tendency to form inter-
molecular H-bond associations with water molecules and/or with
glycerol OH groups of adjacent lipids in addition to the

intramolecular H-bonds with glycerol hydroxyls; the presence of
Na+ ions also contributes to reduce the interlipid charge-charge
repulsion.[60–62] In order to connect the structural insights provided
by theMD simulations with the vibrational behavior experimentally
observed by Raman spectroscopy, we performed quantum-
chemical calculations for the model molecule in different confor-
mations, both in free state and in the presence of one or two H-
bonded water molecules, and with or without Na+ ions. Our com-
putational results show that the υsPO2

� tends to increase the
wavenumbers when is involved in intermolecular interactionswhile
downshifts would be expected upon intramolecular associations; a
compromise between both trends is observed in mixed H-bond in-
teractions. Although the experimental evidence does not support a
rigorous differentiation between intra- and intermolecular associa-
tions, we propose a detailed assignment of the bands belonging
to the polar headgroups based on the computational predictions
and previous studies of lipid membranes upon interaction with
biomolecules.[23–25] Thus, the bands at 1100 cm�1 (DLPG spectrum)
and at 1098 cm�1 (DPPG spectrum) are tentatively assigned to
υsPO2

� of intermolecular H-bonded groups, while the bands at
1092 and 1093 cm�1 (in DLPG and DPPG spectra, respectively) are
assigned to the stretching of phosphate groups in intramolecular
associations with the glycerol OH groups. Previously published, Ra-
man spectra of DLPC and DPPC lipids showed a single band attrib-
utable to the υsPO2

�mode (1100 cm�1) because only intermolecular
H-bond interactions are present in these systems.[23,24] In the
DLPG/LII-LII spectrum, the component at lower wavenumbers
(1094 cm�1) experiences an important loss of intensity while that
at 1101 cm�1 enhances (Fig. 4b). Based on the proposed interpreta-
tion for the υsPO2

� bands, this behavior suggests that the insertion
of LII breaks some intramolecular H-bonds, probably because of
structural modifications in the interfacial region, while promotes
the formation of intermolecular associations with the LII head

Table 1. Calculated wavenumbers at the B3LYP/6-311++g(d,p) level for the symmetric stretching of the phosphate (νsPO2
�) and the C―O stretching of

the glycerol terminal (νCOHter) and intermediate (νCOHint) hydroxyl groups, predicted for the charged [CH3―O―P(O)2―O―CH2―CHOH―CH2OH]
�

model molecule in vacuum. Optimizations for different, stable conformers in isolated state and forming dimmers and trimmers with one or two water
molecules were prior calculated. A single Na+ ion was also added. The numbers in parenthesis are used to identify the H-bonded water molecule. Al-
though the calculated wavenumbers differ from those observed upon deconvolution of the experimental spectra (Fig. 3), the overall trend supports
our spectral interpretation

υsPO2
�

(cm-1)
N° Association υC―OHint

(cm�1)
N
°

Association υC―OHter
(cm�1)

N
°

Association

Type Group Type Group Type Group

1059 — — — 1082 1 Intra C―O―P 1045 1 Intra COH int

1039 1 Intra COH int 1148 1 Intra P¼O 1093 1 Intra COH int

1 Intra COH ter

1040 1 Intra COH int 1126 1 Intra P¼O 1062 1 Intra C―O―P

1045 1 Intra COH ter 1122 1 Inter H2O (1) 1077 1 Intra P¼O

1 Inter H2O (1)

1061 1 Intra COH ter 1105 1 Inter H2O (2) 1085 1 Intra P¼O

2 Inter H2O (1)

1 Inter H2O (2)

1070 2 Inter H2O (1) 1084 1 Intra C―O―P 1050 1 Intra COH int

1058 1 Intra COH ter 1105 1 Intra C―O―P 1083 1 Intra P¼O

Na+

1069 1 Inter H2O (1) 1129 1 Intra C―O―P 1050 1 Intra COH int

Na+ Na+

1070 1 Intra COH ter 1082 1 Inter H2O (2) 1026 1 Intra P¼O

1 Inter H2O (1) Na+

1 Inter H2O (2)

Na+
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and/or with neighboring phospholipids. In addition, a change in
the relative intensities of the glycerol υC―O bands confirms the as-
sumption that the interactions of LII at the lipid polar interface in-
duce structural alterations. The appearance of a weak component
at 1133 cm�1 could be also a consequence of this perturbation; be-
cause this band is absent in the other spectra (e.g. DLPG, DPPG, and
DPPG/LII-LII), we assume that LII forces to some glycerol COH
groups to take part of less probably hydrogen-bonding interactions
and/or different conformations (high wavenumbers were calcu-
lated for this vibration in some cases, see Table 1). MD simulations
to study the dynamic properties of LII in a simulated bacterial mem-
brane indicated the existence of (1) specific interactions between
the phospholipid PO2

� group and the positively charged lysine res-
idue of the LII pentapeptide moiety, (2) high distortion in the sur-
face bilayer because of the large-amplitude motions of the LII tail
incorporated into the hydrophobic region, and (3) creation of am-
phiphilic patterns on the membrane surface consisting in a large
horseshoe-shaped hydrophobic surface around the LII head with
a hydrophilic area inside it.[20] Particularly, this last statement sup-
ports our interpretations.
The effect induced by LII on the polar headgroup region of the

DPPG membrane is manifested by the enhancement of the band
at 1098 cm�1 (DPPG/LII-LII spectrum, Fig. 5b) which is interpreted
as an increment of intermolecular H-bond formations; the rest of
features remained almost unchanged suggesting the existence of
poor interactions between LII and the interfacial region of the
membrane. The tight inter-lipid packing that characterizes the gel
phase[62] may be responsible for this limited penetration of LII into
the bilayer. However, according to the spectral evidence presented
here the interactions of LII with the phosphate group of the DPPG
membrane would be enough to cause interdigitation.

C¼O stretching mode of the diacylglycerol backbone

Interactions at the interfacial level are evaluated in based on the
C¼Oband that appeared around 1740 cm�1. This vibration appears
in the Raman spectra of lipidmembranes as a weak bandwith com-
plex contour because of the different conformations and hydration
degree.[25,63–66] MD simulations of DOPG and DPPG bilayers in the
liquid crystalline and gel phases, respectively, described different
environments surrounding the ester C¼O groups.[61,62] The

published results for the fluid phase indicate that strong associa-
tions with Na+ ions make water molecules squeezed out from the
first coordination shell of the C¼O group, while intermolecular H-
bond formation with glycerol hydroxyl groups of adjacent lipids is
favored by the almost parallel orientation of the headgroups to
the membrane surface.[61] MD simulations of DPPG bilayer indi-
cated a different arrangement of the lipid headgroups in this or-
dered system: here, the diacylglycerol backbones takes a more
parallel orientation with respect to the normal to the bilayer, thus
hindering any form of favorable association either with Na+ ions,
with water molecules, or with neighboring lipids. In addition, the
carbonyl groups are restricted to move freely, which lowers their
ability to form hydrogen bridges.[62] Both scenarios estimated by
the MD simulations are manifested to some extent in our Raman
spectra (Fig. 6).

The spectrum of DLPG shows a band centered at 1739 cm�1 with
a smooth shoulder at 1744 cm�1, indicating a high conformational
freedom of the carbonyl groups, which are mainly participating in
H-bonding associations, as is expected for the fluid phase.[25,65]

On the contrary, in the DPPG spectrum, a band with maximum at
1741 cm�1 and several well defined shoulders at both sides are
consistent with the existence of more rigid conformations of the
acyl linkage in the sn1 and sn2 chains, with an important contribu-
tion from non-associated C¼O groups.[25,64,65] In the spectrum
DLPG/LII-LII, the C¼O band appears narrower than in pure DLPG,
and its shape resembles the profile observed for the membrane
in the gel phase, suggesting the rupture of some interactions in-
volving the carbonyl groups. This interpretation is supported by
MD simulations of LII in a fluid bilayer that predicted the appear-
ance of hydrophobic clusters on the membrane surface because
of some conformations adopted by the LII tail and by the disorder
of the highly perturbed phospholipid acyl chains.[20] On the other
hand, the poor penetration of the LII head into the interfacial region
of the membrane in gel phase is also manifested in the behavior of
the carbonyl groups because relevant spectral differences are not
observed between the C¼O bands in the DPPG and DPPG/LII-LII
spectra.

Figure 7 provides a rough visualization of the differential ability
of LII to penetrate lipid membranes in different phase states as well
as themain interactions and structural effects that derived from the
Raman spectral analysis.

Figure 6. Raman spectra in the region corresponding to the carbonyl stretching modes of the acyl chains. Pure DLPG and DPPG multilamellar vesicles – a)
and b), respectively – are compared with the corresponding difference-spectrum obtained by subtracting the LII spectrum from the PG/LII mixture (DLPG/LII-
LII and DPPG/LII-LII).
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Conclusions

We present a Raman spectroscopy study of the effects exerted
by LII in anionic membranes in two different phases. The ob-
served spectral changes indicate that LII is able to penetrate
the hydrophobic region of the lipid bilayer in the fluid phase,
causing significant alterations in both the carbohydrate chain
and the headgroup regions. The decreased inter-chain coupling
and the increment in the population of gauche defects all along
the acyl chains indicate that the bactoprenol chain can reach the
deep core of the bilayer. Strong interactions at the membrane
surface are evidenced not only by the formation of additional in-
termolecular H-bond associations between the pentapeptide
moiety of LII and the phosphate groups of lipids but also by
structural rearrangements affecting the inter/intramolecular asso-
ciations among the glycerol COH, the PO2

�, and the C¼O groups,
including water molecules. The incorporation of LII into a bilayer
in the gel phase results markedly restricted by the high density
packing that characterizes the ordered phase. Although our Ra-
man spectra reveal only a weak effect produced by the
peptidoglycan-pyrophosphate block of LII on the phospholipid
headgroups, the decreased mobility at the terminal segment of
the lipid chains suggests that the existence of interactions at
the membrane surface is inductive of partial interdigitation in
the bilayer.

The overall results here presented indicate that specific interac-
tions between lipid II and phospholipidsmodulate particular bilayer
conformations according to the lipid phase. These ‘membrane
responses’ would play a key role in the bacterial membrane recog-
nition process by lantibiotics. Further Raman studies of these LII-
embedded systems in interactions with antimicrobial agents are
required.
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